I support jailbreaking of all OWNED devices. Tablets, Smartphones, Consoles, anything that is OWNED by the end user.

I am a general device USER, and an iPhone power user, and I am tired of being pushed around by corporate entities trying to abuse the general public. I bought it. It's MINE. I'll do what I want with it. How dare they literally try to control me!

This is the way computers are, and have been, and I don't understand why companies want to try reverting other devices back to this state. If you don't allow the massive potential of the user to create and grow, innovation is going to be limited to only one party. I thought the best idea was supposed to survive, not the idea that has the most money to pay for lobbying efforts.

Occasionally I try using my device without having it jailbroken, and it feels like a child's toy. Everything feels 'dumbed down' so the general idiot public can use it without having to use their brain. Do we really want idiots to be the norm?

Some examples of apps I use because I have jailbroken my iPhone:

SBSettings: allows basic functions to be accesses extremely fast (makes me waste less time and be more productive)
Activator: allows basic functions to be mapped to my choice of invoking functions (choice of buttons/gestures) (makes me waste less time and be more productive)
'Bug Fixes': temporarily patch security holes until Apple does (hello? security?)
Hiddenmail: additional security to prevent access to my mail
Keypad Transparency: additional security to prevent observation of my passwords
User Agent Faker: changes identification of my web browser. (some sites do not function correctly in 'mobile' version. this tells them I am NOT mobile, and allows me access to the standard site)